DRASA Team Member Code of Conduct Agreement

Each rider selected to participate as a Provincial DRASA team member agrees to accept and observe
this Code of Conduct when they agree to participate as a member of the Provincial DRASA team
CODE OF CONDUCT
In accordance with the requirements of DRASA, the rider agrees to comply with DRASA’s
Constitution and the Provincial DRASA Constitution (including, but not limited to, the regulations,
byelaws and code of conduct promulgated there under)
The rider acknowledges and agrees that his/her selection to and continued participation in the team
is conditional upon him/her complying with the selection criteria, and the rider declares that he/she
had duly complied therewith.
The rider warrants that he/she currently holds a valid South African Identity Document and domicile
address is within the borders of the province selected for.
The rider shall travel to and from the event upon the dates as requested by the Selection Committee
at the cost of the rider. The rider is responsible to arrange and pay for accommodation for the event.
The Rider shall observe and comply with the rules applicable to his/her participation in the event
The rider agrees to observe and comply with all anti-doping provisions stipulated by SAEF,DRASA
and the organising committee of the event
The rider shall be entitled to comment to the media about his/her own personal performance but
shall not pass any comments whatsoever to the media about SAEF,DRASA, the event and/or the
performance of any other member of the team or any competitor in the event.
The rider shall during the currency of the team event make himself/herself reasonably available to
attend publicity events arranged by the official sponsors of the team (hereinafter referred to as the
“sponsors”) and to provide the sponsors with other appropriate exposure;
Should the rider breach any of provisions of this Code of Conduct, all of which shall be deemed to be
material, DRASA may at its discretion institute disciplinary action including requiring the rider to
leave the event, exclude the rider from competing at the event, or instruct the rider to return any
benefits granted, including the award of any colours.
INDEMNITY
The rider agrees that DRASA shall not be liable to him/her in any circumstances for any death, injury,
loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from any act or omission
(whether negligent or otherwise) by any person whatsoever, connected with the rider’s membership
of the team, his/her travel to and from the event, his/her participation at the Games/event, or any
disciplinary action taken against him/her by the Provincial council, ride organising committee or
DRASA.
This Code of Conduct constitutes the sole record of the agreement between the parties with regard
to the subject matter hereof.

Consent of the Team Member
I, _________________________________ (full name of Team Member) hereby acknowledge and
agree to abide by the DRASA Team Code of Conduct as set out above
Signed at__________________________ on _______________________20___
___________________________________
Team Member
Consent of Guardian
(To be completed only if the rider is under the age of 18 years)
I, __________________________________ (full name of Guardian), the undersigned, being the legal
guardian of the Team Member, hereby consent to the rider accepting to abide by this Code of
Conduct
Signed at__________________________ on _______________________20___
__________________________________
Legal Guardian

